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Abstract: Recent direct observations of localization of mRNAs and proteins both in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells
can be related to slowdown of diffusion of these species due to macromolecular crowding and their ability
to aggregate and form immobile or slowly mobile complexes. Here, a generic kinetic model describing both
these factors is presented and comprehensively analyzed. Although the model is non-linear, an accurate
self-consistent analytical solution of the corresponding reaction-diffusion equation has been constructed,
the types of localized protein distributions have been explicitly shown, and the predicted kinetic regimes of
gene expression have been classified.
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1. Introduction

In cells, genes are transcribed by polymerases into mR-NAs and ncRNAs. mRNAs are in turn translated byribosomes into proteins. Understanding of the mecha-nisms and interplay of these processes is of great interestfrom different perspectives, and this truly interdisciplinaryarea has long attracted attention of biologists, chemistsand physicists. Chemically, transcription and translationrepresent complex catalytic reactions. Due to abundantfeedbacks and nonlinear substeps including, e.g., protein-mediated regulation of transcription or protein association,the corresponding kinetics often exhibit interesting non-
∗E-mail: zhdanov@catalysis.ru

trivial features. Analysis of these features is a prerogativeof chemical kinetics and statistical physics.From the perspective of chemical engineering, a cell canbe viewed as a reactor operating on the µm scale. Howto describe such a reactor depends on the ratio of thetime scales of reactions and reactant diffusion. Referringto the Stokes-Einstein hydrodynamic model of diffusionin solution, the diffusion of RNAs and proteins is usuallyassumed to be rapid, and accordingly these species arebelieved to be well stirred. Under such conditions, thekinetics of gene expression in a cell are described by us-ing temporal equations (or the corresponding Monte Carlosimulations) for RNA and protein populations (or averageconcentrations) of the whole cell or its compartments in-cluding, e.g., the nucleus and cytoplasm. This approachalso forms a basis for analysis of genetic networks in en-sembles of cells with intercellular communication. The
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Localized mRNA translation and protein association

kinetic models of this category are abundant (see, e.g.,recent reviews, focused on stochastic effects [1], oscilla-tions [2], ncRNAs [3], and complex genetic networks [4]).With current advances in imaging capabilities allowingone to track macromolecules, it has become clear that mR-NAs and proteins can be localized in different regions bothin prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. In eukaryotic cells, asone might expect, the localization is often related to var-ious compartments. Prokaryotic cells, e.g., bacteria arenot divided into compartments and their size is relativelysmall. Under such conditions, the localization (see recentstudies focused on mRNAs [5–9] and proteins [9, 10] andthe corresponding reviews [11–13] and [13–15], respec-tively) is what one would hardly expect. The regions oflocalization in bacteria are surprising diverse. In particu-lar, localization of RNAs was observed near the cell poles,around the cell circumference, within the cytoplasm (helix-like patterns), and in foci near the transcribed genes [13].Proteins were found to be localized in the same regionsand also in association with membranes and membranelessorganelles [13–15]. The resemblance between the spatialarrangements of mRNAs and proteins indicates that thereseem to be some common general underlying principlesbehind localization of these species [13].Although the mechanistic details of mRNA and proteinlocalization are often obscure, some general concepts arediscussed here. (i) In eukaryotic cells, as already noted,the localization is often related to compartments. (ii) Inprokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, the localization may bedirectly or indirectly related to association with mem-branes or organelles. The corresponding ”diffusion-and-capture” mechanism implies that a protein or RNA diffusesuntil it encounters its binding site [14]. (iii) Concerningbacteria, one can note that despite the absence of com-partments, their structure is heterogeneous, and proteins(or RNAs) can be excluded or enriched at positions like thenucleoid or pole [17]. According to (ii) and (iii), the rateof RNA or protein diffusion is not of central importance,because the factors behind localization are related to ther-modynamics. (iv) Two other general factors behind proteinand RNA localization appear to be slow diffusion of thesespecies (due to macromolecular crowding [16, 17]) and theability of some mRNAs and/or proteins to aggregate andform immobile or slowly mobile complexes [11, 14].Concerning protein and RNA diffusion, experiments in-dicate that this process in bacteria is usually somewhatslower than in eukaryotic cells, because bacteria are morecrowded (especially near DNA) [17]. Diffusion in the lat-ter cells is in turn appreciably slower than that in dilutedaqueous solutions. Typical values of the diffusion coeffi-cients of proteins in bacteria are 5 × 10−9 − 10−7 cm2/s[17, 18]. Compared to proteins, mRNAs are less com-

pact and their diffusion coefficients are often smaller,(0.3 − 1) × 10−9 cm2/s [16]. The rate of diffusion in cellsdepends not only on size but also on the specifics of thestructure of species and cell physiological state. With in-creasing size, the diffusion coefficient usually decreasesfaster than one would expect according to the Stokes-Einstein model [17]. Using the typical values of proteinand RNA diffusion coefficients and degradation rate con-stants (for the latter, see, e.g., [3]), one can conclude thatthe distribution of these species in bacteria should be ho-mogeneous. This conclusion seems to be applicable tomany but not to all proteins and RNAs. The observa-tions of mRNA and protein localization in bacteria nearthe transcription region [7, 9] clearly indicate that the ef-fective diffusion coefficients of some of mRNA and proteinsmay be appreciably smaller than on average.Experimental studies of subcellular localization of RNAsand proteins have induced the development of spatio-temporal models of gene expression. A few available mod-els are focused on protein aggregation and nucleoid oc-clusion [19–21]. Protein localization near the transcrip-tion region was described as a consequence of diffusionwithin and exchange between the condensed chromoso-mal DNA and an extrachromosomal area [9, 22]. Thereare treatments implying slow mRNA and protein diffusionand focused on the simplest scheme of mRNA and pro-tein synthesis [23] and the formation of protein, playinga role of a transcription factor [24] (the kinetic equationsused there are linear and accordingly can be solved an-alytically). Oscillatory spatio-temporal kinetics of geneexpression were also analyzed [25, 26].In this communication, we focus on a generic model de-scribing localized mRNA translation and protein associ-ation and degradation, with slow protein diffusion. Al-though the corresponding reaction-diffusion equation isnon-linear and cannot be exactly solved analytically, weconstruct an accurate self-consistent analytical solutionand clarify what may happen in this case. To our knowl-edge, this is the first complete quantitative treatment ofnon-linear kinetics of gene expression with mRNA andprotein localization.
2. Reaction steps
The model we use includes transcription of mRNA intoprotein, mRNA→ mRNA + P, (1)
reversible protein association resulting in the formation ofdimers, 2P ⇀↽ B, (2)
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and degradation of monomeric and dimeric forms of pro-tein, P→ Ø, (3)
B→ Ø. (4)

Steps (1) and (3) are standard in gene expression. For-mation of dimers (2) is often observed in cells and mayserve as the first step of protein aggregation [11, 14].In our analysis, the mRNA transcripts are considered to belocalized in a certain place in a cell (e.g., due to their at-tachment to or near the cognate encoding gene [13]), andaccordingly the protein synthesis [step (1)] occurs thereas well. Our attention is primarily focused on the caseof relatively slow P and B diffusion so that these speciesare distributed near the P source (as, e.g., observed in[9]). To show the specifics of this regime of gene expres-sion, we first outline how the reaction is described in thewell-stirred case and then comprehensively analyze thekinetics with localization of reactants.As noted above, each step of our model and the key as-sumption that P and B diffuse slowly and accordingly canbe localized are supported by experimental data. The vali-dation is based, however, on experiments performed in dif-ferent cells with different species. The latter is inevitablebecause the detailed experimental studies of mRNA andprotein localization are now not numerous. For this rea-son, introducing our model, we do not try to indicate ex-plicitly a system (cell and specific mRNA and protein)where it can be used.
3. Kinetics under well-stirred condi-
tions
If P and B diffuse rapidly and are uniformly distributed inthe cell, the reaction kinetics can be described in terms ofaverage P and B concentrations, c(t) and C (t), as

dc/dt = w/V − 2υac2 + 2υdC − kc, (5)
dC/dt = υac2 − υdC − κC, (6)

where w is the mRNA translation rate, υa and υd are theprotein association and dissociation rate constants, k and
κ are the protein degradation rate constants, and V is thecell volume.In the steady-state case with dc/dt = dC/dt = 0, Eqs. (5)and (6) are read as

2υac2 − 2υdC + kc = w/V , (7)
υac2 − υdC − κC = 0. (8)

The latter equation yields
C = υac2/(υd + κ). (9)

This expression can be rewritten as
C = υc2/2κ, (10)

where
υ = 2κυa/(υd + κ) (11)

is the effective rate constant of P degradation via the as-sociation channel. Substituting (9) into (7) and using (11)yields
υc2 + kc = w/V . (12)

The solution of this equation is
c = ( k24v2 + w

vV

)1/2
− k2v . (13)

The corresponding expression for C can be obtained bysubstituting (13) into (10).To explain the physics behind expressions (13) and (10) for
c and C , we introduce the maximum possible steady-stateP and B concentrations,

c◦ = w/kV , C◦ = w/2κV , (14)
and a dimensionless parameter defined as

p = k2V /2vw. (15)
The concentrations c◦ and C◦ cannot be reached simul-taneously. The former concentration corresponds to thesituation when the protein degradation occurs primarilyvia channel (3). The latter concentration is in turn for thesituation when the protein degradation occurs primarilyvia channel (4). The physical meaning of p becomes clearnoting that w/k is the scale of P population [providedthat the protein degradation via channel (3) dominates oris comparable to the degradation via the channel includ-ing P association], w/kV is the scale of P concentration,
vw/kV is the scale of inverse time of P degradation viaassociation, and k is the scale of inverse time of conven-tional P degradation. Thus, p represents the ratio of timescales characterizing two degradation channels.With c◦, C◦ and p, the expressions for c and C can berewritten as

c = c◦[(p2 + 2p)1/2 − p], (16)
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Figure 1. Normalized average P and B concentrations, c/c◦ and
C/C◦, as a function of p (p ≡ k2V /2vw) under well-stirred
conditions according to Eqs. (16) and (17). With increas-
ing p, the relative role of the conventional P degradation
increases, P association becomes less efficient, and ac-
cordingly C/C◦ decreases.

C = C◦[(p+ 2)1/2 − p1/2]2/2. (17)
Thus, the dependence of c and C on various parametersis consolidated in the dependence on p (Fig. 1). If p� 1,the protein degradation occurs primarily via channel (3),and expressions (16) and (17) are reduced to

c ' c◦ = w/kV , (18)
C ' C◦/2p = υw22κk2V 2 . (19)

If p� 1, the protein degradation occurs primarily via thechannel including P association, and one has
c ' (2p)1/2c◦ = (w/vV )1/2, (20)

C ' C◦ = w/2κ. (21)
As already noted, Eqs. (18)-(21) indicate that c reaches
c◦ provided that p� 1, while C reaches C◦ at p� 1.
4. Kinetics with localization of reac-
tants
If P and B diffuse slowly and are localized near themRNA-translation region, the reaction kinetics can be de-scribed using the reaction-diffusion equations for r- and
t-dependent P and B concentrations, c(r, t) and C (r, t).Assuming the mRNA translation to occur at r = 0, wehave

∂c/∂t = D∇2c − 2υac2 + 2υdC − kc + wδ(r), (22)

∂C/∂t = D∇2C + υac2 − υdC − κC, (23)
where D and D are the P and B diffusion coefficients, and
δ(r) is the delta function (the other designations are as inEqs. (5) and (6)). Using these equations, we do not takeexplicitly into account that the cell is heterogeneous andP and B may reversibly attach to numerous sites (e.g. atDNA) with small binding energy. The P and B popula-tions of such sites can usually be expressed via c and C ,respectively. Following this line, one can take the cellheterogeneity into account and derive Eqs. (22) and (23)by redefying the degradation rate constants. Thus, in fact,Eqs. (22) and (23) may remain valid.In our analysis, we focus on the steady-state case with
∂c/∂t = ∂C/∂t = 0. Under these conditions correspond-ing to typical experiments mentioned in the Introduction,P and B concentrations, c(r) and C (r), depend only on
r. Noticing that B size is larger than P size, we con-sider that due to macromolecular crowding the B diffusioncoefficient is appreciably smaller than the P diffusion co-efficient, and accordingly B diffusion is negligible. Thisapproximation is acceptable because with increasing size,as already noted in the Introduction, the diffusion coeffi-cient usually decreases faster that one could expect ac-cording to the Stokes-Einstein model [17]. In addition,aggregated proteins are often misfolded and due to thisfactor their diffusion rate may be low. Under these condi-tions, Eqs. (22) and (23) are read as

D
r2 d
dr r

2 dc
dr − 2υac2 + 2υdC − kc = 0, (24)
υac2 − υdC − κC = 0. (25)

Near the P source, the boundary condition for Eq. (24) is
− 4πr2D dc

dr

∣∣∣∣
r→0 = w. (26)

Concerning the other boundary conditions, we considerthat slow diffusion results in P and B localization in asmall region inside the cell. Outside this region, P and Bconcentrations are negligible, and accordingly the restric-tions on diffusion related to the outer cellular membraneare negligible as well. Under such circumstances, Eqs.(24) and (25) can be solved in the whole space, assumingthat there are no limitations on diffusion at r →∞.According to (25), we have
C = υac2

υd + κ ≡
υc22κ , (27)

where υ is defined by (11). This expression for C is similarto expressions (9) and (10). The only difference is that C
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in (27) is considered to depend on r, while expressions (9)and (10) contain the average concentration.Substituting (27) into (24) yields
D
r2 d
dr r

2 dc
dr − υc

2 − kc = 0. (28)
This non-linear equation cannot be exactly solved analyt-ically. To construct an accurate approximation, we notethat υc2 and kc represent the rates of two channels ofP degradation occurring via association [(2) and (4)] anddirectly (3), respectively. Comparing these rates, we seethat υc plays the same role as k , i.e., υc plays the roleof a rate constant. To solve Eq. (28), we replace υc bythe effective rate constant k∗, which is calculated self-consistently as described below. Thus, we replace Eq. (28)by

D
r2 d
dr r

2 dc
dr − k∗c − kc = 0. (29)

The solution of the latter equation is
c(r) = w exp(−αr)4πDr , (30)

where α = [(k + k∗)/D]1/2.To express k∗ via the model parameters, we note that ac-cording to Eq. (29) the integral P degradation rate viaassociation [(2) and (4)] is ∫∞0 k∗c(r)4πr2dr. According toEq. (28), on the other hand, this rate is ∫∞0 υc(r)24πr2dr.Eq. (28) can be replaced by Eq. (29) provided these tworates are equal,
∫ ∞

0 k∗c(r)4πr2dr = ∫ ∞0 υc(r)24πr2dr. (31)
Substituting (30) into (31), we obtain

k∗ = υwα38π(k + k∗) . (32)
This equation for k∗ can be rewritten as

k∗/k = 2ρ(1 + k∗/k)1/2, (33)
where

ρ = υw16πk1/2D3/2 (34)
is a dimensionless parameter. Solving Eq. (33), we have

k∗/k = [ρ + (ρ2 + 1)1/2]2 − 1. (35)

Figure 2. Normalized P and B populations, n/n◦ and N/N◦, as a
function of ρ (ρ ≡ υw/16πk1/2D3/2) in the case of localiza-
tion near the transcribed gene (according to Eqs. (36) and
(37)). With increasing ρ, the relative role of the conven-
tional P degradation decreases, P association becomes
more efficient, and accordingly N/N◦ increases.

Using expression (30) for c and expression (27) for C , wecan now calculate P and B populations,
n = ∫ ∞0 c(r)4πr2dr = n◦1 + k∗/k

, (36)
N = ∫ ∞0 C (r)4πr2dr = 2ρN◦(1 + k∗/k)1/2 , (37)

where n◦ ≡ w/k andN◦ ≡ w/2κ are their maximum values[these values are similar to those obtained earlier (14) un-der well-stirred conditions]. Taking into account that theratio k∗/k depends only on ρ (Eq. (35)), we conclude thatin fact the dependence of n and N on various parametersis reduced the dependence on ρ (Fig. 2).Expressions (27), (30) and (34)-(37), determining P andB distributions and total populations, are central in ourstudy. To confirm the accuracy of the self-consistent ap-proximation used to derive these expressions, we have cal-culated c(r) by integrating Eq. (24) numerically in a broadrange of ρ (from 0.01 to 10). Comparing the results of nu-merical integration with those predicted analytically byEq. (30) (Fig. 3) indicates that the analytical solution isfairly accurate in the whole localization region even atlarge ρ.Employing expressions (34)-(37), we can classify theregimes of gene expression. To make the classification lessformal, it is instructive to scrutinize the physical mean-ing of the dimensionless parameter p determined by (34),which can be rewritten as
ρ = υw16πk2(D/k)3/2 . (38)
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Figure 3. P distribution, multiplied by r and normalized to g (g ≡
w/4πD), as a function of r for ρ = 0.01, 1, and 10. The
solid and dashed lines correspond to expression (30) and
numerical integration of Eq. (24), respectively. The ana-
lytical solution is seen to be rather accurate.

Taking into account that 2(D/k)1/2 is the length scale ofthe region where the processes under consideration takesplace [provided the rate of protein degradation via chan-nel (3) is higher or comparable to that via the channelthat includes P association], we notice that 8(D/k)3/2 rep-resents the scale of the volume of this region. In turn,
w/k is the scale of protein population, w/[8k(D/k)3/2] isthe scale of protein concentration, vw/[8k(D/k)3/2] is thescale of inverse time of protein degradation via associa-tion, and k is the scale of inverse time of conventionalprotein degradation. Thus, in analogy with (15), ρ repre-sents the ratio of the time scales characterizing the twodegradation channels.If ρ � 1, the protein degradation occurs primarily viachannel (3), and expressions (35)-(37) yield k∗/k ' 2ρ�1, and

n ' n◦ = w/k, (39)
N ' 2ρN◦ = υw216πκk1/2D3/2 � N◦. (40)

If ρ � 1, the protein degrades primarily via the chan-nel that includes P association, and expressions (35)-(37)result in k∗/k ' 4ρ2 � 1, and
n ' kn◦/k∗ = w/k∗ � n◦, (41)

N ' N◦ = w/2κ. (42)
To complete our analysis, we note that we have used thedelta function in Eq. (22) in order to describe the mRNAdistribution. Thus, expression (30) for c and the corre-sponding expression for C represent Green functions. Foran arbitrary mRNA distribution, f (r), P and B distribu-tions can thus be obtained by convolution. For example,the P distribution is

c(r) = ∫ f (r′)w exp(−α|r− r′|)4πD|r− r′| d3r′. (43)
Such integrals can be calculated analytically (see, e.g.,[23]) or numerically. Physically, it is clear that with thismodification P and B will be distributed more or less uni-formly in the region of mRNA localization while outsidethis region the distribution will be explicitly described byexpression (30) for c and the corresponding expressionfor C .The model we used contains many kinetic parameters. Topresent the results of our analysis in a compact form, wehave widely employed dimensionless combination of pa-rameters. Concerning specific parameters, we recall typ-ical values of the rates or rate constants of transcription(less than or about 1-10 min−1), translation (less than orabout 1-10 min−1), and mRNA and protein degradation(less than or about 0.01-0.1 min−1) [3, 27]. The rate ofprotein association (2) is limited by diffusion, υa ≤ 2πDa(a is the protein size), and accordingly the correspondingrate constant is less than 10−11 cm3/min, while the disso-ciation rate constant is typically much less than 108 min−1.
5. Conclusion
Recent direct observations of localization mRNAs and pro-teins both in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells [5]-[15] isone of the most most exciting breakthroughs in molecularcellular biology. Among other factors, such observationscan be related to to slow mRNA and/or protein diffusionand the ability of some of mRNAs and/or proteins to ag-gregate and form immobile or slowly mobile complexes[11, 14]. We have presented and comprehensively ana-lyzed a generic model describing these two factors. Inparticular, our model includes protein association result-ing in dimer formation (this is the first step of proteinaggregation). Although the model is non-linear, we haveconstructed an accurate self-consistent analytical solu-tion of the corresponding reaction-diffusion equation. Us-ing the analytical results, we have clarified and classifiedthe possible kinetic regimes and have explicitly shown thetypes of localized protein distributions.
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The corresponding kinetics under well-stirred conditionshave been analyzed as well. To some extent, the kineticswith reactant localization are similar to those predictedunder well-stirred conditions. In both cases, the proteindegradation may occur primarily either directly or via as-sociation. The criteria for transition from one regime toanother are, however, different. In particular, the conditionfor transition depends on the value of p (15) in the formercase and on the value of ρ (38) in the latter case. Thekey difference is that p is independent of D while ρ isinversely proportional to D3/2. With decreasing D, ρ be-comes larger, and B population increases (Fig. 2), becauselocalization of P increases and the rate of association in-creases as well.The results obtained help to understand the type of local-ization of proteins in situations where the protein synthe-sis is accompanied by their aggregation. As an exampleof aggregation, our model includes dimer formation. Theformation of trimers and other multimers can easily be de-scribed in analogy provided their diffusion is negligible.In chemistry, various kinetic schemes of protein aggre-gation were widely treated under well-stirred conditions[28]. If, for example, the aggregation steps are irreversible(as in the Lumry-Eyring model [28, 29]), one can expressthe concentration of dimers and multimers via concentra-tion of monomers and, in our context, use Eq. (28). Al-though our analysis is focused on gene expression, the re-sults obtained may be useful in a broader context, becauseour model describes the simplest scheme of aggregationand degradation of particles with a localized source ofmonomers.
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